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It is often necessary to achieve a vertical sidewall in the remaining resist profile obtained through

electron-beam lithographic process. For nanoscale features, the spatial dose distribution of V-shape

typically used in a conventional two-dimensional proximity effect correction scheme cannot easily

achieve a vertical sidewall while also minimizing the critical dimension (CD) error. In an earlier

study, it was shown through simulation based on a three-dimensional model that new types of spa-

tial dose distributions, i.e., M- and A-shapes, are effective in achieving vertical sidewalls and mini-

mizing the CD error and total dose. These two dose distributions exploit the fact that the exposure

varies along the depth dimension with high and low contrasts at the top and bottom layers of resist,

respectively. In this study, a number of experiments have been carried out in order to verify the

simulation results reported earlier. This paper includes a review of the new dose distribution types

and experimental results with a detailed discussion. VC 2014 American Vacuum Society.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4901171]

I. INTRODUCTION

In electron-beam (e-beam) lithography, electron scattering

in the resist layer leads to the proximity effect, which can

make the written pattern significantly different from the target

one. Many researchers have worked on correcting the proxim-

ity effect and various correction schemes have been devel-

oped.1–9 Most of the schemes are based on a two-dimensional

(2D) model of resist and therefore do not consider the resist

depth dimension during correction. Any variation of feature

size, such as line width, along the resist depth dimension is

not considered. Or equivalently, the feature size averaged

along the depth dimension is employed in the correction. A

2D correction may be acceptable for large features since such

a variation can be negligible compared to the feature size.

However, for nanoscale features, the variation becomes rela-

tively significant such that it cannot be ignored. Therefore, a

three-dimensional (3D) model of the resist layer must be

employed to take into account the variation of resist profile

along the resist depth dimension. In an earlier study, the 3D

proximity effect was analyzed in detail.10

A true 3D correction method has been introduced to mini-

mize the critical dimension (CD) error in each layer of

resist.11,12 In this correction procedure, the remaining resist

profile is obtained through simulation and the spatial dose dis-

tribution is adjusted to reduce the maximum CD error among

resist layers. Since the resist profile, instead of the exposure

(energy deposited in the resist) distribution, is checked during

the correction, the correction result must be more realistic.

Note that this task of reducing the CD error on each layer as

much as possible may be reformulated as minimizing the av-

erage CD error with a vertical sidewall in the resist profile.

Recently, the issue of achieving a vertical sidewall while min-

imizing the CD error for nanoscale features was considered

through an extensive simulation.13 It has been shown that

employing a 3D model allows one to find a spatial dose distri-

bution which minimizes the maximum CD error and achieves

a vertical sidewall. An even more important finding from the

study is that the conventional shape of spatial dose distribu-

tion, “V-shape” (where the dose is higher toward the edge of

feature), often obtained by a 2D proximity effect correction

method, is not always optimal for nanoscale features. Two

new types of dose distributions, i.e., “M-shape” and

“A-shape,” are shown to be more effective than the V-shape

distribution in achieving vertical sidewall and minimizing the

maximum CD error with a lower total dose required.

In this study, the simulation results obtained in the previ-

ous work13 have been verified through experiment, and the

experimental results are presented in this paper. Line fea-

tures are exposed using the different types of dose distribu-

tion and the cross-section SEM images of the remaining

resist profiles are examined in comparing the new types of

dose distributions with the conventional types under the

same conditions. Also, different resist types are considered

to observe the performance trend of the new types of dose

distributions. It has been shown that the experimental results

match well with the simulation results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The simula-

tion study and the results are briefly reviewed in Sec. II. The

experimental procedure is described in Sec. III. The results

from experiment are provided with detailed discussion in

Sec. IV. Finally, a summary is given in Sec. V.a)Electronic mail: leesooy@eng.auburn.edu
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II. SIMULATION STUDY

In this section, the simulation study on achieving a vertical

sidewall in the remaining resist profile is reviewed.13 The

main objective of this research is to realize a vertical sidewall

in the resist profile while minimizing the CD errors in all

layers of resist and the total dose, based on a 3D model of the

substrate system. The 3D exposure distribution in the resist is

computed and then converted into the developing rate. From

the distribution of the developing rate, the remaining resist

profile is obtained through development simulation. The spa-

tial dose distribution is optimized such that the resist profile is

as close to the target profile as possible.

A. Resist profile

A typical substrate system is illustrated in Fig. 1, where

the X-Y plane corresponds to the top surface of resist and

the resist depth is along the Z-dimension. The 3D point

spread function (PSF) is denoted by psf ðx; y; zÞ, which

describes the spatial distribution of the exposure in the

resist when a point on the X-Y plane is exposed. Note that

the PSF, psf ðx; y; zÞ, reflects all of the phenomena affecting

energy deposition in the resist, including the e-beam blur.

The e-beam dose given to the point ðx; y; 0Þ on the surface

of the resist for writing a circuit feature or pattern may be

denoted by dðx; y; 0Þ. Then, the 3D spatial distribution of

the exposure in the resist, eðx; y; zÞ, can be computed layer

by layer through convolution as

eðx; y; zÞ ¼
ð ð

dðx� x0; y� y0; 0Þpsf ðx0; y0; zÞdx0dy0: (1)

The resist developing rate is not linearly proportional to

the exposure.14 Therefore, the exposure is converted into the

developing rate through a nonlinear exposure-to-rate conver-

sion formula, which can be derived experimentally. The

remaining resist profile is estimated from the 3D distribution

of the developing rate through the development simulation,

which is carried out by the newly developed fast method for

resist development simulation.15 It has been shown that

resist profiles obtained by the new method are very close to

those by the cell-removal and fast-marching methods.

B. New types of dose distribution

A conventional approach to the 2D proximity effect cor-

rection is to achieve a uniform exposure within a feature,

which is well above the developing threshold while achiev-

ing a low exposure outside the feature. This approach usually

leads to a dose distribution, which is high at the edge of a

feature and decreases toward the center, i.e., a dose distribu-

tion that is a V-shape, referred to as type-V [see Fig. 2(a)].

This is a reasonable dose distribution for large features, but

for nanoscale features where the width variation along the

resist depth dimension in the resist profile can be relatively

significant compared to the feature size (width), a dose dis-

tribution of type-V may not be optimal in terms of minimiz-

ing CD errors at all layers (of resist) and the total dose. Such

a dose distribution tends to lead to a resist profile of overcut,

i.e., wider at an upper layer. A higher dose is given to a point

closer to the feature edge and therefore the resist is devel-

oped faster at the edge than at the center, leading to a larger

width at an upper layer.

It has been shown through an extensive simulation that

new types of dose distributions, namely, type-M [the dose

distribution of M-shape: Fig. 2(b)] and type-A [the dose dis-

tribution of A-shape: Fig. 2(c)], are significantly more effec-

tive in achieving a vertical sidewall of resist profile than

type-V for nanoscale features. The effectiveness of the type-

M and type-A dose distributions in achieving a vertical side-

wall stems from their resulting 3D distributions of exposure.

Our previous work16 has shown that the distribution of expo-

sure along the depth dimension behaves quite differently

between the exposed area and the unexposed area. In the

exposed area, the exposure usually decreases along the depth

dimension, while in the unexposed area, the exposure

increases from the top to bottom layer since the forward scat-

tering is reduced greatly and the relative level of back-

scattering is increased. The type-M and type-A dose distribu-

tions exploit this behavior of 3D exposure distribution in the

resist.

FIG. 1. Illustration of (a) the substrate system, where H is the initial thick-

ness of the resist and D is the dose given to the feature, and (b) the final

remaining resist profile after the development process.
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C. Optimization and results

Given a type of dose distribution, the optimal spatial dis-

tribution of dose is derived (for detail, refer to our previous

work13). The feature (e.g., line) is partitioned into five

regions along the length dimension (see Fig. 3) and the dose

for each region [d(i): dose for region i, where i ¼ 1;…; 5] is

determined through an iterative procedure such that the devi-

ation from the target resist profile, i.e., vertical sidewall, is

minimized. In each iteration, the remaining resist profile is

obtained by the resist development simulation, and the CD

error (width error) in each layer (top, middle, and bottom) of

resist is computed (see Fig. 4). Then, the dose of each region

is adjusted to reduce the maximum CD error among the

layers. Minimization of the total (equivalently average) dose

required is also incorporated into this optimization proce-

dure. The total (or equivalently average) dose is defined as
1
5

P5
i¼1 dðiÞ (refer to Fig. 3).

A typical set of simulation results is provided in Fig. 5

where the total (average) dose is 250 lC/cm2 for all types of

dose distributions. The sidewalls achieved by the type-M

and type-A dose distributions are nearly vertical whereas the

line is not fully developed or an overcut is obtained in

the cases of the uniform and type-V dose distributions. Also,

the total dose required for achieving an equivalent vertical

sidewall with full development is shown to be lower for the

FIG. 2. Dose distribution types: (a) type-V, (b) type-M, and (c) type-A. In

each type, the dominant developing paths are illustrated where the intensity

and width of a path indicate the development stage and the relative develop-

ing rate, respectively. The darker the intensity is, the earlier the stage of de-

velopment; and the narrower the width is, the lower the developing rate.

FIG. 3. Region-wise feature partitioning is illustrated for a uniform dose

distribution.

FIG. 4. Cross-section of the resist profile is illustrated for a line feature

where pj and qj are the actual and target widths at the jth layer, respectively,

and the resist is modeled by ten layers.
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type-M and type-A distributions than for the uniform and

type-V dose distributions.

III. EXPERIMENT

In order to verify the results from the simulation study

described in Sec. II., experiments have been carried out with

a line feature. The line width is 100 nm and the line length is

much longer than the full scattering range of electrons. The

substrate system is composed of a resist on Si. Two different

resist types, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and ZEP,

are used with a thickness of 300 nm. After the resist develop-

ment process, the cross-sections of the remaining resist pro-

files obtained by different types of dose distributions are

compared. The experimental procedures are described

below.

The wafer was coated with ZEP 520A (ZEON) or PMMA

(AR-P 671.09, 950 K 9% in Chlorobenzene). The e-beam

writing was carried out on the ELIONIX ELS7000 with an

acceleration voltage of 50 keV, a beam current of 100 pA, a

beam diameter of 2 nm, and a beam interval of 10 nm. The

sample was developed for 40 s in methyl isobutyl ketone:

isopropyl alcohol (MIBK:IPA)¼ 1:2 in the case of PMMA

and for 20 s in o-xylene in the case of ZEP. The developed

sample was subsequently coated with 10 nm of Pt for imag-

ing. The cross-section of the remaining resist profile was

imaged using a field emission scanning electron microscope

(FE-SEM), Hitachi S-4800.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 6, the results (cross-section SEM images of

remaining resist profiles) for the PMMA of 300 nm are pro-

vided where the total dose is 290 lC/cm2 for all of the uni-

form, type-V and type-M dose distributions. When the line is

exposed with the uniform dose, i.e., no control of spatial

dose distribution, it is not fully developed resulting in an

overcut of the resist profile. It should be also noted that the

line width at the top layer is much larger than the target

width of 100 nm. The resist profile obtained by the type-V

dose distribution is similar with that by the uniform dose,

i.e., not fully developed and overcut. When the doses for the

edge regions are made higher (with a lower dose for the cen-

ter region to maintain the same total dose), the line gets

developed less overall, with the resist profile showing two

shallow valleys corresponding to the two edge regions.

However, the type-M dose distribution is able to achieve a

resist profile very close to the target profile, i.e., fully devel-

oped with a vertical sidewall. Nevertheless, it needs to be

pointed out that the line width is a little wider than 100 nm,

which indicates that the total dose can be reduced.

In Fig. 7, the type-M and type-A dose distributions are

compared when the total dose is lowered to 275 lC/cm2.

Due to the reduced dose level, the type-M dose distribution

is not able to fully develop the line, which leads to an over-

cut of the resist profile. On the other hand, the resist profile

obtained by the type-A dose distribution is closest to the tar-

get profile in terms of line width (CD error) and sidewall

shape. It is clear that type-A not only achieves the target pro-

file with the minimal CD error but also lowers the total dose

required.

A different resist, ZEP, is also employed in verifying the

simulation results. In Fig. 8, the results for the resist thick-

ness of 300 nm are shown for the uniform, type-V, type-M,

and type-A dose distributions. The total dose is 187 lC/cm2

for all types. In this figure, a much larger difference between

the conventional types (uniform and type-V) and the new

FIG. 5. Simulated cross-section resist profiles: (a) the uniform, (b) type-V

dose, (c) type-M dose, and (d) type-A dose distributions on a substrate sys-

tem of 300 nm PMMA on Si (total dose 250 lC/cm2).
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types (type-M and type-A) of dose distributions can be seen.

For the uniform dose distribution, the line is only partially

developed with the maximum depth (which is at the center

of the line) barely reaching one third of the resist thickness.

The resist profile obtained by the type-V dose distribution is

not much different from that by the uniform dose distribu-

tion, which is severely under-developed. When the type-M

dose distribution is used, the line is almost fully developed.

Though a slight under-development toward the edges of line

makes the overall profile rounded at the bottom layer of the

resist, the resist profile is much improved and closer to the

target profile than those by the uniform and type-V dose dis-

tributions. A significant improvement by the type-A dose

distribution compared to the type-M dose distribution is

clearly visible in Fig. 8(d). The resist profile obtained by

type-A is almost the same as the target profile, i.e., the side-

wall is vertical and the line width is very close to 100 nm at

all layers.

All of the results in each set (figure) are obtained under the

same experimental conditions, including the total dose and

developing time. That is, the four types of dose distributions

are compared under the same conditions and therefore the dif-

ference among their resist profiles is only due to the different

spatial dose distributions, i.e., different spatial distributions of

the same total dose. If, for example, the total dose is increased

for the uniform and type-V dose distributions, the feature

FIG. 6. Cross-section SEM images of resist profiles on 300 nm PMMA on Si

with a total dose of 290 lC/cm2: (a) uniform, (b) type-V with fdðiÞg¼ {424,

232, 138, 232, 424}, and (c) type-M with fdðiÞg¼ {90, 615, 40, 615, 90}.

FIG. 7. Cross-section SEM images of resist profiles on 300 nm PMMA on Si

with a total dose of 275 lC/cm2: (a) type-M with fdðiÞg¼ {30, 620, 75, 620,

30}, and (b) type-A with fdðiÞg¼ {31, 254, 805, 254, 31}.
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would be further developed, being eventually fully developed,

though their resist profiles are likely to be of over-size and

possibly overcut depending on the resist thickness and feature

size.

While the new types of dose distributions control the spa-

tial distribution of dose, they also include the ability of shape

adjustment, e.g., shrinking the feature area to be exposed.

When the dose in the edge region is zero or very low and the

doses in the other regions are similar, the resulting dose distri-

bution is equivalent to that where the feature area to be

exposed is reduced with a uniform dose. It should be noted

that the effect achieved by the type-A dose distribution is sim-

ilar to that by some of the proximity effect correction meth-

ods, such as the “undersize-overdose” method17 and the shape

correction method.18 These methods have the advantage that

the number of feature shapes to be processed is smaller since

they do not partition each feature. This would be beneficial,

particularly on a shaped-beam machine. On the other hand,

the type-A dose distribution offers the ability to further opti-

mize the resist profile. It would be worthwhile to compare the

new types of dose distributions with the shape adjustment

approaches (e.g., the undersize-overdose method), which is

one of our current research activities.

V. SUMMARY

In an earlier study, the issue of achieving a target sidewall

shape (vertical sidewall) in the resist profile while minimiz-

ing the CD error and total dose in e-beam lithography was

investigated. It was suggested that the conventional types

(uniform and type-V) of dose distributions, obtained by a 2D

proximity effect correction scheme, may not be optimal for

nanoscale features. Through an extensive simulation, it has

been shown that the new types (type-M and type-A) of dose

distributions are more effective in realizing a vertical side-

wall of nanoscale feature with the CD error and total dose

minimized. In this study, the simulation results have been

verified through experiment. It is observed in the experimen-

tal results that the sidewalls obtained by type-A and type-M

dose distributions are more vertical than those by the uni-

form and type-V dose distributions. Also, the CD error at

each layer of resist is smaller for type-M and type-A, and the

minimum total dose required for the full development of a

feature and the minimum possible CD error is lower for

type-M and type-A. In addition, the type-A dose distribution

performs better than the type-M dose distribution, especially

when the aspect ratio (the ratio of resist thickness to line

width) is relatively large. Therefore, the method of achieving

a target resist profile for nanoscale features using the new

types of dose distributions (type-M and type-A), proposed

through simulation in an earlier study and verified experi-

mentally in this study, has a good potential to be effective in

practice. A drawback of the new types is that the number of

feature shapes to be processed by an e-beam system is

increased.
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